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the mistake we made was in trying to release a 3rd party mod tool (nifscope) that was unable to
handle all the custom meshes and nifs we created. in the process, we started to make our own tools
to handle the nifs and meshes, and that took up a lot of time (and money). we got to a point where
we had to release a beta of 2.0 (then 2.1) but before we could release a final version of the game,
the servers for the game crashed every few hours, and that caused a lot of people to lose their
progress or even the game. the only solution was to find a way to re-compress the game, so we were
able to use the original, uncorrupted files for new vegas from our very own modified.nif files. we re-
compressed the meshes and textures, so this is a full re-download. not a small patch. these new nifs
should avoid random crashes, caused by the way the meshes were originally exported from 3dsmax
to nifscope, a 3rd party mod tool not issued by bethesda or gambryo, which were prone to
corruption. same with the dds textures, also with no official tools, and had introduced incorrect
mipmapping (the way the computer scales textures that are further or closer on your screen) that
caused performance issues. this has been an ongoing situation and why we had to rebuild and re-
release the full game 3 times (the 3 in beta 231.) the changes to new vegas are quite a lot, but here
are some of the most useful and most popular: save system has been improved. theres no longer a
single save slot you can stick the game into, and you can save out of any area. guns and ammo now
have full 100% stats. and now carry your full load of ammo with you. no more running out in the
middle of a shootout. companion loadouts are now saved. you can switch between your favorite
loadouts with the press of a button. you can even have all your companions carry all their own
weapon types. companions, including your strongest ones, will never leave your side. new vegas is
now available in a 4k resolution, with high quality textures and models.
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theres still plenty to do in new vegas, and weve added plenty of new features, including: the new
companion system gives you the option of creating your own companions. the new weapons system

lets you carry a full loadout of weapons with you at all times. a new and improved user interface.
weve added lots of helpful features, like a compass, a map and a points of interest system. theres

even a journal you can use to track all the different things you need to do in the game. theres a new
and improved journal that provides a lot more useful information. a new screen resolution option.

you can now choose between 4k or standard resolutions, which are up to twice as crisp and detailed
as the previous resolutions. new vegas is set across the mojave wasteland, where the broken

remnants of a once-proud civilization lie in wait. everyone and everything is in danger, including your
companions, who have their own agendas and secret desires. if you want to run the original game

without all the additional content, youll need to use the nexus mod manager to combine new vegas
u.e. and the original game into one mod file. doing so is a tricky process, and i wouldnt recommend
it unless you know what youre doing. it is possible to split up mods and still play the game, but the

extra effort to get it right is probably not worth it. theres plenty of room to explore, as well. the world
of new vegas has a much greater sense of geographical depth than previous fallout games, and the

interactive walkthroughs and interactive vignettes are also worth a look. it also has a much more
refined and polished texture set, although the new character models are still the best in the series.
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